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FOR MANY MINERALS SOUTH AFRICAN RESOURCES ARE NO

LONGER VIABLE FOR LARGE SCALE MEGA MINING OR NEAR

DEPLETION

The above graph for the life of mines and mining demonstrates that mining costs are very high

during the prospecting, planning and mine construction phase. However, as soon as the

infrastructure is in place, costs stabilize and even out during the production phase. However, as

soon as the mine nears depletion revenues decline and costs increase as the quantity of the

mineral mined falls. At a certain point costs exceed income and industrial mining is no longer

possible. At this stage many mines (6 000) become ownerless, derelict and abandoned. Mining

towns become ghost towns and immense (externalized) environmental and social costs follow.

Among the costs are hundreds of thousands of sick mine workers who now become a health

burden to their communities and to society. People in near mine communities also become

sickly as a consequence of pollution from these abandoned, derelict and ownerless mines.





SOUTH AFRICA FAILED TO USE THE FACT THAT IT PRODUCED MORE THAN HALF OF ALL

GOLD ON THE PLANET, AND WAS THE DOMINANT GOLD PRODUCER FOR MORE THAN A

HUNDRED YEARS



Source: Daily Mirror



THE HISTORIC SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS OF APARTHEID CREATED

A SITUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND SPATIAL RACISM

Mining Left a Legacy of Spatial and Environmental Racism (source: Policy Gap 12).



Source: Policy Gap 12



FOR MANY MINERALS SOUTH AFRICAN RESOURCES ARE NO

LONGER VIABLE FOR LARGE SCALE MEGA MINING OR NEAR

DEPLETION

GOLD – ALTHOUGH SOUTH AFRICA STILL HAS ABOUT 40% OF GLOBAL

RESERVES MINING IS HAMPERED BY ULTRA-DEEP LEVELS, FLOODING

AND SEISMIC EVENTS. TOO DANGEROUS FOR LABOUR INTENSIVE,

TOO COSTLY FOR MECHANISATION. SMALL SCALE, MICRO AND

SURVIVAL ARTISANAL MINING IS POSSIBLE IN ABANDONED,

OWNERLESS AND DERELICT MINES.



6 000 OWNERLESS, DERELICT AND ABANDONED MINES





FOR MANY MINERALS SOUTH AFRICAN RESOURCES ARE NO

LONGER VIABLE FOR LARGE SCALE MEGA MINING OR ARE NEARING

DEPLETION

However, mining and property law in South Africa evolved with large scale, highly 

concentrated industrial mining. With the decline of industrial mining, especially in 

gold mining the country has experienced large scale retrenchments, massive 

unemployment (27%), growing inequality (Gini Coefficient 0,69), informal 

settlement on abandoned, derelict and ownerless mines, serious dust pollution 

from mine waste sites no longer maintained, acid mine drainage on an 

unprecedented scale and associated social and environmental problems. The 

country failed to make the transition from an extractives based economy to a 

manufacturing economy as evidenced by the fact that almost 50% of all exports 

are still minerals related while imports are dominated by mining equipment and 

mine related imports. 80% of mine machinery and equipment derive from 

Sweden. 



Source: Rawson Property Group



FOR MANY MINERALS SOUTH AFRICAN RESOURCES ARE NO

LONGER VIABLE FOR LARGE SCALE MEGA MINING OR NEAR

DEPLETION

Many of the 6 000 abandoned, ownerless and derelict mines are occupied by

informal settlers and in Gauteng alone there are and 34 000 “illegal” micro and

survivalist miners or Zama Zamas eking out a marginal existence from artisanal

mining. With a dependency ratio of 1 to 8 there are roughly 3 to 400 000 people

in Gauteng alone dependent on micro and survival mining activities. This is not

to be confused with syndicated and criminal ghost or parallel mining where a

formal mine is invaded, often with the complicity of managerial and supervisory

staff, involving hundred of poorly paid illegal miners.



THE FUTURE
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As minerals become depleted Industrial 
Mining will decline while Artisanal Mining 

will increase

Decline In Industrial Mining Increase in Artesanal Mining Column1



WE NEED TO BEGIN TO MAKE A TRANSITION FROM LARGE SCALE INDUSTRIAL

MINING TO SMALL SCALE MINING THAT IS ORDERLY, SENSIBLE AND SAFE. HOW?

• We are aware that the DMR has a small scale mining support unit. However, we note that it does 

not really cater for survivalist mining which is what the Zama Zamas are involved in.

• We are aware that the DMR portrays the Zama Zamas as ‘illegal foreign nationals’ and that such a 

portrayal can lead to xenophobic violence.

• But we also wish to draw public attention to the history of mining and migrant labour. It is an 

undisputed fact that this industry caused various governments from the 1860s onwards to pass 

laws and taxes  to force people as far afield as Malawi, Zambia, Mozambique and Lesotho off 

their land and into the mines as cheap labour.

• Many generations of young men found their way to Johannesburg on the “stimela” to sacrifice 

their health and wellbeing. Now that the mines have become ownerless, abandoned and derelict 

by a mysterious sleight of hand these people on which this industry was founded are no longer 

welcome.





WE NEED TO BEGIN TO MAKE A TRANSITION FROM LARGE SCALE INDUSTRIAL

MINING TO SMALL SCALE MINING THAT IS ORDERLY, SENSIBLE AND SAFE. HOW?

• We only hear of these miners now when there are accidents or shootings, 

because there has been no controlled and orderly transition away from 

industrial mining, and industrial mining has walked away from its 

responsibilities and legal obligations and left behind a devastated 

environment and broken, sick communities.

• Yet it is possible, given the will and commitment of government to formalise 

and legitimise artisanal, survivalist mining. In the next slides we will suggest 

some steps towards this process.



HOW?

• Prosecute the industrial corporations who make mines ownerless and abandoned and 
make the polluters pay for the mess left behind. Act to apply the law without fear of favour. 
We are quick to pronounce against small scale survivalist miners, but we allow all kinds of 
transgressions by big industrial mining. This has led to a crisis of confidence in SADC 
governments as far as the general public is concerned.

• Do a proper census of all the abandoned mines and the communities residing informally on 
those properties.

• Do an audit of all the Zama Zamas (‘illegal’ miners) and register them.

• Get the Department of Home Affairs to sort out the papers of foreign small scale miners.

• It is a myth that small scale miners are all foreigners.

• It is a myth that Zama Zamas kill each other in turf wars. It is black market syndicates on 
the demand side who are killing them.

• Stopping micro and survival mining will increase violent crime such as housebreaking, 
vehicle theft, murder, cash in transit robberies and mall and bank robberies.



HOW?

• Organise the Zama Zamas into legal business entities such as cooperatives, and provide them with 

the required training. This could be done through the mining sector education and training 

association.

• Cluster these operations geographically into units of five to ten operations and assign an engineer, a 

health and safety officer to each cluster.

• Create a central buying agency on the demand side the sole purpose of which is to purchase the gold 

from these small operations at market value. Cost deductions for department investment in human 

and material resources made available to these operations could be made to defray expenses.

• Do regular health and safety inspections.

• Assist with the creation of a formal supply chain to these operations involving nearby communities 

thereby creating a positive ripple effect and small enterprise development into these communities.

• Shut down the scrap metal dealers, the syndicates, sponsors and other vultures currently associated 

with illegal operations.



HOW?

• Involve Civil Society who are present on the ground and community based 

organisations in rolling out a stabilising and legitimising process;

• Fourth industrial revolution – robotics and technology;

• Fifth industrial revolution – sustainable energy away from coal and fossil 

fuels, uranium.

• Our society is but a neo-Apartheid society, the spatial race and class 

arrangements of Apartheid has not been challenged.



THE CRISIS IN THE PGM SECTOR

• Between 1968 and 2009 the PGM sector experienced a boom after the 
American automobile industry was forced to reduce toxic exhaust emisions and 
catalytic converters became compulsory. The European Union followed suite.

• Return on investments in platinum group mines was as high as 40% at the 
height of the boom.

• However, global warming and climate change has witnessed a major movement 
against fossil fuels and by implication fossil fuel engines. The shift to more 
sustainable and renewable energy sources evoked a new technological 
revolution, hydrogen engines replacing diesel engines in Germany. Japan, 
China and India investing heavily into research into electric engines for 
automobiles and add to this platinum recycling. All this has caused a global glut 
of platinum and a fall in platinum prices given that the main use of platinum is for 
catalytic converters.



GLOBAL PLATINUM RECYCLING, GOOD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, 
BAD FOR MINING.



CONSEQUENCES OF THE PLATINUM CRISIS

• Mines are shutting down and tens of thousands of workers are losing their 

jobs

• Towns along the platinum belt will gradually become ghost towns

• The environment will be badly impacted

• Micro and survival mining will increase

• Instead of closing mines, the majors, who are members of the Chamber will 

sell near end of life mines to juniors who are incapable of closing those 

mines.



WHAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN AROUND PGM AREAS?

• Research into alternative uses of platinum group metals is essential;

• Creating an orderly transition away from industrial mining towards smaller 

scale mining is critical;

• Creating opportunities for near mine communities to add value to platinum 

is most important.

• Mitigating environmental damage must by done.

• Making polluters pay must happen.

• The Mining Charter must be reviewed to allow for more meaningful 

community and worker participation in mining.
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